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Bronchial asthma (BA) treatment relevance increases every year, as on the 
background of morbidity increase the existing arsenal of pharmacological agents and 
strategies of orthodox medicine has only symptomatic orientation and do not imply a 
complete cure. The aim of our study was to investigate the effectiveness of the 
«Helioplantum®» method in the treatment of patients with BA, which provides 
adjustment and synchronization (under age and genetic rules) of natural biochemical 
processes at all levels, leading to a systemic self-healing of organism. 72 patients 
with BA were selected for investigation. 37 were allergic, 26 had infection 
dependence, 5 had professional and 2 aspirin form of BA among them. 

To exclude the risk of asthma attacks and to provide the quality of life, the 
treatment using «Helioplantum®» method always started on the background of the 
prior therapy (according to the traditional protocol). As the normalization of state the 
dose and frequency of the orthodox drugs were reduced until their complete abolition. 

Treatment using «Helioplantum®» methodology was ranged from 6 to 10 
months. The adjustment of dose of individualized regulatory content was performed 
by an electronic testing. Effectiveness of the therapy was evaluated by reducing of 
the frequency and duration of asthma attacks, improvement of the general state of the 
patient (personal complex of symptoms dynamics), and if necessary, confirmed by 
the classical laboratory methods (spirometry, pikfluometry, biochemical analyzes of 
blood and sputum, computed tomography, etc.). Clinical observations have shown 
high efficiency and promising application of «Helioplantum®» in BA therapy of 
various etiologies and advance of disease. This was reflected in the gradual decrease in 
the frequency and severity of asthma attacks, relief of BA complex of symptoms until 
their complete disappearance in all 72 patients. 

A five-year monitoring of patients after treatment using «Helioplantum®» 
system showed absence of breathlessness attacks and associated complex of 
symptoms of BA, suggesting the possibility of its complete cure . Systematic 
monitoring of possible side effects or recrudescence of asthma related pathologies 
drew our attention to the fact that in some cases, in parallel with the treatment of 
asthma, we observed the elimination of related chronic diseases such as hypertension, 
psoriasis, migraine, type 2 diabetes, polycystic, bazilomy, sepsis, etc. This confirms 
that the treatment using «Helioplantum®» system significantly increases the 
protective and restorative capabilities of the body and opens new perspectives in the 
treatment of classically incurable diseases. 

 




